
SIGNATURE 
TV wall mounts
Every large TV, mounted on a 
design statement





Introduction

Vogel’s proudly introduces 

SIGNATURE, three new TV wall 

mounts that are unlike any other in 

terms of design, technology and 

experience. We call it SIGNATURE 

for a reason: this is the best of 

the best. Incorporating nearly 50 

years of experience in design, 

craftsmanship and innovation, this 

is rightfully our flagship series. With 

its elegant, minimalistic design, it 

matches your large, ultra-slim TV 

seamlessly.

The SIGNATURE Series includes the 

manually operated DesignMount 

and the MotionMount, a motorized 

TV wall mount. For professional 

purposes, there is the SIGNATURE 

MotionMount PRO. With the 

SIGNATURE Series, Vogel’s caters to 

the design enthusiast who is only 

satisfied with the best of the best.

Your TV on the wall, just 
the way you want it

Vogel’s flagship



Choose motorized or manual 

movement to operate this unique TV 

wall mount. With our eye for detail, we 

use high-quality finishes and ensure 

that cables are out of sight. This wall 

mount fits seamlessly into any interior.

The innovative, minimalistic design 

perfectly complements large ultra-

thin TVs from 40 to 77 with a maximum 

weight of 35 kg. SIGNATURE TV wall 

mounts can be turned up to 120° for 

optimal viewing comfort.

 Smooth turning mechanism, 

can be operated manually or 

motorized

 Our most innovative design yet - 

stylish in any interior

 Fully integrated Cable Inlay 

System (CIS®) - Connect, protect 

and hide your cables, from wall 

to TV

 Mount using the free DrillRightTM 

AR app

 Complete your mounting system 

with a matching aluminum 

cable column

High-end design  
TV wall mounts  
for large TVs



EXCELLENCE
IN MOTION



6 SIGNATURE6

TV wall mounts with 
the wow factor

The operation of SIGNATURE TV wall 

mounts is phenomenal. The SIGNATURE 

DesignMount TV wall mount features 

Vogel’s renowned OneFinger™ Movement. 

This allows you to smoothly turn the screen 

to the desired position with just one finger.

For the consumer who is looking for even 

more luxury, the SIGNATURE MotionMount 

TV wall mount is the ultimate choice. This 

TV wall mount really has the wow factor. 

When the TV is turned on, the wall mount 

automatically moves to a preset or last-

selected position. You can operate it using 

your voice (Siri Voice Control), remote 

control or the app, the choice is yours.

For professional applications, we have 

developed the SIGNATURE MotionMount 

PRO. This version is equipped for an Ethernet 

and RS-232 connection. This allows you to 

easily configure the Vogel’s MotionMount 

PRO and connect it to other products in the 

room. For the user, Automatic Movement 

when turning on the TV and using an app 

and remote control remain possible.

Large forward range

Both the SIGNATURE DesignMount and 

SIGNATURE MotionMount feature an 

ingenious 4-arm mechanism, with long, 

strong arms. As a result, the TV wall mounts 

have a large forward reach of no less than 

72 cm. Ideal for consumers who want to 

mount their TV in a cabinet or recess or for 

professional use in an office or hotel.



<< MotionMount PRO<< MotionMount | MotionMount PRO

<< MotionMount | MotionMount PRO << DesignMount | MotionMount | MotionMount PRO

SIGNATURE TV wall mounts stand out for 

their innovative design. To neatly conceal 

cables and connections out of sight, the 

wall mounts feature Vogel’s unique Cable 

Inlay System (CIS®), cable holders with room 

for 4 metres of cable and a cover plate. In 

rooms where cables can be hidden in the 

wall, you can easily use the recess in the 

round wall plate of the TV wall mount. 

Our Vogel’s (Electronic) Screen Protection 

System, or (E)SPS®, prevents your large 

TV from hitting the wall. And thanks to 

3D-Leveling™, you can easily level your TV 

horizontally, vertically and in depth after 

installation. Even on an uneven wall.

Your cables and connections 
neatly out of sight



Installation is easy

You can install a SIGNATURE 

DesignMount or MotionMount 

(PRO) TV wall mount yourself. A 

drilling template, screws and fischer® 

DuoPower plugs are included 

in the packaging. In addition to 

an enclosed Quick Install Guide, 

comprehensive step-by-step 

instructions are available online. 

For extra ease of installation, the free 

DrillRight™ Augmented Reality App 

is available, which allows you to mark 

the first drill hole on the wall.  Fully 

tailored to the TV wall mount and the 

TV you have purchased.

The MotionMount and MotionMount 

PRO connect easily to your TV or 

display using the included 2-metre 

HDMI cable. The power cable is 

suitable for use worldwide.

Ultimate safety

With Vogel’s SIGNATURE, you don’t 

just get luxury, you get security. All 

SIGNATURE models meet the most 

stringent safety standards. They 

have been tested at three times the 

maximum weight capacity and TÜV 

certified. In addition, the wall mounts 

have been extensively tested for 

longevity and endurance.



Of course, designer TV wall mounts 

should not have cables running 

along the wall. Vogel’s stylish TVA 

7000 aluminum cable cover offers 

the ideal solution. This matching 

cable cover connects seamlessly 

to the wall plate of the SIGNATURE 

TV wall mounts and is available 

as a separate item. The TVA 

7000 aluminum cable column is 

available in white and black.

A 2-metre HDMI cable is included 

with the MotionMount and 

MotionMount PRO.

A Bluetooth remote control and an 

extra-long 4.5-metre HDMI cable 

are available separately, when 

the MotionMount (PRO) is used in 

combination with a One Connect 

Box for instance. 

Is the TV wall mount installed on a 

hollow wall? Advise your customer 

to use our TVA 6950 stud adapter. 

The SIGNATURE TV wall mount is 

then guaranteed to be installed 

firmly and securely.

Accessories



Specifications

For TVs up to 77 inches and max. 35 kg

Suitable for OLED and QLED

Turns up to 120° (depending on screen size)

4-arm mechanism with up to 72 cm range

Cable Inlay System (CIS®)

3D-Leveling™

(E)SPS - (Electronic) Screen Protection System  
(up to 65 inches)

OneFinger™ Movement

Automatic Movement

Operation via Voice Control (via Siri shortcuts), remote 
control or app (iOS or Android)

7 different preferred positions can be set

HDMI cable (2 m) + infrared remote control with receiver 
included

Ethernet connection and RS-232 connection pre-installed

SIGNATURE DesignMount 

TVM 7655

The SIGNATURE DesignMount brings an 

absolute design statement into your home. 

The TV wall mount is in a class of its own when 

it comes to design, quality and experience.



For TVs up to 77 inches and max. 35 kg

Suitable for OLED and QLED

Turns up to 120° (depending on screen size)

4-arm mechanism with up to 72 cm range

Cable Inlay System (CIS®)

3D-Leveling™

(E)SPS - (Electronic) Screen Protection System  
(up to 65 inches)

OneFinger™ Movement

Automatic Movement

Operation via Voice Control (via Siri shortcuts), remote 
control or app (iOS or Android)

7 different preferred positions can be set

HDMI cable (2 m) + infrared remote control with receiver 
included

Ethernet connection and RS-232 connection pre-installed

SIGNATURE MotionMount  
TVM 7675

The SIGNATURE MotionMount is Vogel’s 

absolute top model. The motorized TV wall 

mount automatically turns toward you when 

you turn on your TV. You operate the wall 

mount using your voice, app or remote.

SIGNATURE MotionMount  
TVM 7675 PRO

The SIGNATURE MotionMount PRO motorized 

wall mount from Vogel’s outshines any other 

wall mount in design, technical ingenuity 

and ease of use. Ideal for applications 

in upscale office, hospitality and hotel 

environments.





Caring for the environment is important to us at Vogel’s. That’s 

why our packaging has been made as environmentally 

friendly as possible. It no longer contains parts made of EPS 

(Expanded Polystyrene). In addition, we have reduced the 

use of disposable plastic by 95%.

The packaging has been made as compact as possible, 

enabling us to achieve a 33% volume reduction. 

Products and packaging are always produced according to 

the Business Social Compliance Initiative (BSCI).

Environmentally friendly 
packaging



Vogel’s. For Sure.

What makes 
a Vogel’s TV 
wall mount so 
special?

A question we are often asked. As the market leader in TV 

wall mounts and other AV equipment, we can assure you that 

you’re getting the best possible solution. Because when you’re 

looking for a TV wall mount or accessory, not just anything will 

do. With Vogel’s, you can offer customers the most beautifully 

designed mounting solution for their valuable TV. All models in 

our new range have been extensively tested for longevity.





Vogel’s. For Sure.

Disclaimer

While every effort is made to ensure the accuracy 

of the information provided, Vogel’s cannot be held 

responsible for any errors. This also applies to errors 

or the omission of     information  relating to prices 

and dimensions. Not all products are available 

in every country.
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